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The Authentic Brand: How Todays Top
Entrepreneurs Connect with Customers is a
refreshing real-world business book that
can help readers build companies that
resonate with their customers and stand
apart from the crowd. It is about leadership
and marketing and is based on the practical
and real-life experiences of highly
successful and prominent, self-starting
entrepreneurs. Written by Chris Rosica,
CEO of Rosica Strategic Public Relations,
the book gives valuable marketing and
business management insights to help grow
a company and build a loyal, even
fanatical, customer base. Readers are
provided with insight from the following
highly successful and inimitable legendary
entrepreneurs: Ben Cohen & Jerry
Greenfield, Ben and Jerry s Homemade;
Bobbi Brown, Bobbi Brown Cosmetics;
David Neeleman, Jet Blue; David Oreck,
Oreck Vacuum Cleaners; Gary Hirshberg,
Stonyfield Farm; Jeff Taylor, Founder,
Monster.com; Jerry Baldwin, Co-founder
Starbucks; Jim Koch, Samuel Adams Beer;
Kate and David Spade, Kate Spade New
York; Roxanne Quimby, Burts Bees; Wally
Famous Amos. The primary motivator for
most of the entrepreneurs was not money,
although they took their bottom lines
seriously. They all had a higher calling,
which was to create intelligent brands that
were uniquely positioned and which
offered a special brand experience. These
companies speak to their customers
intelligence, which has helped generate
tremendous brand equity, enabling many of
our entrepreneurs to create optimal exit
strategies and sell when they were on top.
Some of the findings detailed in Rosica s
book include the effectiveness of
cause-related marketing; importance of
having a highly visible spokesperson;
resultant effect of crafting a compelling
and authentic story to emotionalize a
brand; issue many innovators face, which
is whether to fly under the radar or be
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noticed; power of owning a geographic
territory; and value of standing for
something a feeling, belief or attitude.
While the book provides a look into how
these category leaders profoundly connect
with their customers, the following is
examined: How they have provided a
unique marketing advantage Shaped the
brand and brand identity Provided
accountability
and
authenticity
Differentiated the brand from competitive
brands Built a loyal customer base
Provided a flavor or flair that would not
otherwise be possible Created brand
consistency and kept the brand promise
Gave back a portion of their success to
causes about which they feel strongly
Formed a company with widespread brand
awareness, producing significant brand
equity.
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Authentic Brands Group is an American brand development and licensing company based out of New York, NY. In
conjunction with Leonard Green & Partners, MCCP The Authentic Brand People Dublin Here are five infographics
that speak to the importance of brand authenticityand that help reveal what companies need to do to build trust Global
Study from Cohn & Wolfe Defines Authenticity in the Eyes of Learn from todays highly successful entrepreneurs,
who have built iconic brands by genuinely connecting with their customers. In The Authentic Brand, highly How to be
an authentic brand - Marketing Week Authentic Brands Group (ABG), General Growth Properties (GGP) and
Simon Property Group (SPG) finalize the acquisition of the global What We Do ABG - Authentic Brands Group
The Three Imperatives Of Authentic Branding - Forbes Take a look at the complex web of signals through the eyes
of consumers and the Authentic 100 Index the most authentic brands in the world. 14 markets. Our Brands ABG Authentic Brands Group Global media brand Disney is the most authentic brand in the world, according to a report
from communications company Cohn & Wolfe. Meet MCCP - The Authentic Brand People About Us Authentic
branding is not manufactured. The lone opportunity for communities (entrepreneurial or otherwise,) to earn a branding
of authenticity Theses@asb: The Authentic Brand Youve probably heard companies and brands described as
authentic. But what exactly does this term mean? The 20 Most Authentic Brands in the US (and Why) Adweek
This post is one in a series on our biggest brand strategy secret here at Distility. Authentic Brands Group they deliver a
great brand experience. These assertions lead to a practical definition of an Authentic Brand and form the basis of this
paper. Welcome to the 5 must-see infographics on the value of brand authenticity - Vision Buy Authentic Branding
on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. The Authentic Brand Is An Endangered Creature. - Techstars Here are
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three tips for marketers to reach millennials by being truly authentic, Jill Byron writes. Images for The Authentic
Brand The relaunch is part of a long-term global footwear partnership between Authentic Brands Group (ABG), an
owner of a portfolio of sports, Authentic Brands - Peopledesign Authentic Brands Group And Global Brands
Group Relaunch Taryn Why authenticity matters. In an age of abundant choice, consumers are drawn toward brands
with an original story, an engaging identity and a sincere The Authentic Brand Strategy Distility Honor your brands
heritage while living in the present and creating the future. Home / Authentic Brand Clothing Company Among the
top 20 brands in the global Authentic 100 are Disney, Amazon, Apple, Samsung, Lego, Ford, Google and Coca-Cola.
The full The worlds top 20 most authentic brands - Business Insider Our Brands. SELECT BRAND:SEE ALL.
Celebrity & Entertainment. Fashion. Sports. SEE ALL. Contact Career Opportunities Sign Up For Updates.
AUTHENTIC BRAND INDEX: Why authenticity matters The overuse of the term authenticity in brand
communications is damaging its true meaning, new research seen by Marketing Week suggests. Authentic Branding:
Howard A Lim: 9780615345468: Driving growth through authentic and engaging brand strategies. Were a leading
planning, research and strategy agency based in Dublin. Get in touch with us Create an Authentic Brand Experience
Part I of IV - Ligature Group The only truly defendable brand position is an authentic one. Any brand that tries too
hard, feels forced, or seems to be a stretch can stand outin a bad way. Aeropostale Consortium Finalizes Acquisition Authentic Brands The worlds first study into understanding and measuring the authentic equity of brands was
conducted in Australia in 2006, by brand consultants Principals and Authentic Brands Group - Wikipedia After the
jump, we list the 20 most authentic brands in the United States and ask Cohn Global Practice Leader of Corporate
Affairs Geoff The Authentic Brand The Authentic Brand Superior Iowa Hawkeyes, Iowa State Cyclones, and
University of Northern Iowa Panthers licensed apparel to meet all of your casual and game day needs. How the
Authentic Brand Index was developed ABG owns, manages, and elevates the long-term value of a portfolio of global
brands. We are a brand development, marketing, and entertainment company The Global Authentic 100 What does it
mean to be authentic? Cohn & Wolfe launches its inaugural Authentic 100 a look at the most authentic global brands. In
a study that examines
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